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IMPORTANT SAFETY
INSTRUCTIONS
When using your flatiron, basic safety precautions should
always be followed including the following:
Read all instructions carefully before using this product.
1	Use this iron only for its intended use.
2	To protect against risk of electrical shock, do not immerse the iron
in water or other liquids.
3	The iron should always be turned off before plugging or unplugging
from outlet. Never yank the cord to disconnect from outlet.
Instead, grasp plug and pull to disconnect.
4	Do not allow cord to touch hot surfaces. Let iron cool completely
before putting away. Loop cord loosely around iron when storing.
5	Always disconnect iron from electrical outlet before filling with
water, emptying, or when not in use.
6	Do not operate iron with a damaged cord, or if the iron has been
dropped or damaged in any manner. To avoid the risk of electric
shock, do not disassemble the iron. Take the iron to an authorized
service center for examination and repair. Incorrect reassembly
can cause a risk of electric shock when the iron is used after
reassembly.
7	Close supervision is necessary for any appliance being used by or
near children. Do not leave iron unattended while connected, on an
ironing board, or while it is still hot.
8	Burns can occur from touching hot metal parts, hot water or steam.
Use caution when you turn a steam iron upside down; there may be
hot water in the reservoir.
9	Never use or rest iron on an unstable surface.
10 When placing the iron on its stand, ensure that the surface on
which the stand is placed is stable.
11	To prevent electric shock or other injury, before filling the iron with
water, make sure that the plug is removed from the outlet.
12	The use of accessory attachments is not recommended and may
result in fire, electric shock, or personal injury.
13	To avoid fire, never leave iron unattended while it is plugged in.
14	To prevent electric shock, never use the iron in a location where it
can fall or be pulled into water or another liquid. If the iron falls into
water or other liquid, unplug it immediately. Do NOT reach into the
water or liquid.
15	Never use scouring pads, abrasive or chemical cleaners, or solvents
to clean the exterior or soleplate of your iron. Doing so will scratch
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and/or damage the surface.
16	Do not aim iron or direct steam towards people or animals while using
iron or adjusting steam. Burns or serious injury may occur. Do not iron
clothes while they are being worn.
17	The iron is not to be used if it has been dropped, if there are visible
signs of damage or if it is leaking. If the supply cord is damaged, it
must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agency or similarly
qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.
18	To prevent the risk of burns, be careful when filling a hot iron with
water. Hot metal parts, hot water, and steam can cause injury.
19	This iron is for household use only.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
1	This is a 1600 watt appliance. To avoid a circuit overload, do not
operate another high-wattage appliance on the same circuit.
2	If an extension cord is absolutely necessary, use an 15-ampere cord.
Cords rated for less amperage can result in a risk of fire or electric
shock due to overheating. Use care to arrange the cord so that it
cannot be pulled or tripped over.

save these instructions
Consumer Safety Information
THIS UNIT IS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE ONLY.

Polarized Plug
This appliance has a polarized plug (one blade is wider than the
other). As a safety feature, this plug will fit into a polarized outlet
only one way. If the plug does not fit fully into the outlet, reverse
the plug. If it still does not fit, contact a qualified electrician. Do not
attempt to defeat this safety feature or modify the plug in any way.

Product Specifications
 Model Number	FAFI15D7MR / FAFI15D7MN
 Rated Voltage

120V/60HZ

 Rated Wattage

1600W

 Made In China
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Parts and Features
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1	Sole Plate
2	Self-Clean Button
10

3

Maximum Fill Line

4

Water Reservoir

5	Non-slip Heel Rest
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6	Swivel Cord
12
13
14
15

7	Soft Grip Handle
8

Water Fill Hole

9

Water Mist Nozzle

10 Wait/Ready Indicator
11	Fabric Indicator
12	Steam Selector
13	Steam Burst/Vertical
Steam Button
14 Water Mist Button
15	Fabric Selector Buttons
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Auto-Off
As a safety feature, the auto-off function will turn off the heat to
the soleplate if the iron is not moved within a certain amount of
time. If the iron is placed on the soleplate or either side without
movement, then the heat will turn off after 30 seconds. If the iron
is placed on the heel rest without movement, then the heat will
turn off after 15 minutes. The Off Indicator will flash to indicate
that the iron has entered into the Auto-Off mode and that no
heat is being supplied to the soleplate. To resume use of the iron
after it has entered into the Auto-Off mode, initiate movement of
the iron. Depending on how long the iron has been in the AutoOff mode, you may need to allow it to heat back up. The Ready
Indicator will illuminate when the iron has heated back up to the
previously set fabric selection. If the iron is left in the Auto-Off
mode, it will shut off completely after 5 minutes of entering the
Auto-Off mode.

WARNING
The Auto-Off function is designed as a safety feature
and should not be used as the primary method of
turning off the iron. The “Using Your Iron” section
contains information on properly turning off the iron.

Non-Drip System
The iron is capable of generating steam, even at reduced
temperatures, without water drips, sputters, or leaks coming
through the soleplate steam holes.

Vertical Steam

The iron is capable of being used as a garment steamer using the
Steam Burst/Vertical Steam Button.

Anti-Calcium System
The iron contains an anti-calcium system that reduces calcium
accumulation on the soleplate by removing calcium from the water
inside the reservoir.
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Using Your Iron
Filling the Water Reservoir
1	Always ensure that the iron is unplugged from the wall outlet
prior to filling the water reservoir.
2	If filling a hot iron, exercise extreme caution.
3	Set the Steam Selector to the Off position, open the cover of
the Water Fill Hole and place the iron in a vertical position.
4	Pour water into the Water Fill Hole, making sure that the
water level does not exceed the Maximum Fill Line.

Ironing
1	For both dry and steam ironing, set the Steam Selector to
the Off position. If you will be steam ironing, follow the
“Filling the Water Reservoir” steps.
2	Insert the power cord plug into a 120-Volt AC outlet.
3	Press the Fabric Selector buttons to illuminate the type of
fabric that will be ironed and then place the iron on the heel
rest to allow it to heat up.
4 While the iron is heating up, the Wait Indicator will be
illuminated. Once the iron is heated for the selected fabric,
the Ready Indicator will illuminate. The iron is now ready for
use.
5	If steam ironing, set the Steam Selector to the desired level
of steam output.

Turning Off and Storing the Iron
1	Press the (-) Fabric Selector button until the lights turn off.
2	Set the Steam Selector to the Off position.
3	Unplug from the outlet by grasping the plug and pulling.
Never yank the power cord to unplug the iron as this may
damage the plug and cable.
4	If the iron will not be used the following day, empty the
water reservoir. Ensure the iron is unplugged and turn
upside down over a sink. Open the cover of the Water Fill
Hole and empty the water into the sink, gently shaking out
any water drops.
5	Allow the iron to cool completely. Loosely circle the cord
around the heel rest and store the iron resting on the heel
rest. Do not wrap the cord too tight as this could damage
the cord.
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Using the Water Mist
1 Whether dry or steam ironing, press the Water Mist Button
while ironing to spray a mist of water onto the fabric in front
of the iron.
2	Iron over the moistened fabric to dry.

Using the Steam Burst
1	Ensure that the Water Reservoir is no less than a quarter full.
2 Whether dry or steam ironing, press the Steam Burst/
Vertical Steam Button to deliver a burst of steam through the
soleplate.
3	Allow 3 seconds between consecutive bursts of steam.

Vertical Steaming
1	Fill the Water Reservoir, plug in the iron and select the fabric
type according to the steps above.
2	Place garment on clothing hanger.
3	Once the Ready Indicator illuminates, hold the iron vertically
with the soleplate close to the garment but not touching it.
4 While pulling the garment tight, press the Steam Burst/
Vertical Steam Button to release a burst of steam into the
garment. Move the iron across the garment while pressing
the Steam Burst/Vertical Steam Button in 3 second intervals.
5	To prevent the risk of burns, keep your hand away from the
area being steamed. To prevent the risk of injury, do not
steam garments while they are being warn.
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Cleaning and Maintenance
Cleaning the Soleplate
1	Unplug the iron and allow it to cool down.
2 Wipe the soleplate with a soft, damp cloth.
3	Do not use abrasive cleaners, scouring pads or vinegar to
clean the soleplate as this will damage the finish.

Operating the Self-Clean Function
1	Perform the Self-Clean once a month to ensure the
performance of the iron.
2	Unplug the iron and cycle the Steam Selector from left to
right 5 times.
3	Fill the water reservoir with water to the Maximum Fill Line.
4	Plug in the iron, select Linen on the Fabric Selector, and wait
for the Ready Indicator light to illuminate.
5	Unplug the iron from the outlet.
6	Hold the iron horizontally over a sink. Exercise caution not
to touch the hot soleplate.
7	Press and hold the Self-Clean button for 30 seconds while
slowly rocking and tilting the iron in all directions. Water
will start dripping from the steam holes on the soleplate.
Ensure the front of the iron is tilted lower than the rear when
rocking for optimum cleaning.
8	Open the cover of the Water Fill Hole and pour out remaining
water by turning the iron upside down.
9	Dry the soleplate with a towel and set the iron on the heel
rest.
10	Plug in the iron, select Linen on the Fabric Selector, and wait
for the Ready Indicator light to illuminate. This will heat up
and dry the inside of the iron.
11	Once the iron has heated up for the Linen setting, press the
(-) Fabric Selector to Off and unplug the iron from the outlet.
Allow the iron to cool and then store.
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Warranty
Your appliance is covered by a one year limited warranty. For
one year from your original date of purchase, Electrolux will repair
or replace the appliance or parts, at Electrolux’s option, that prove
to be defective in materials or workmanship when the appliance
is installed, used, and maintained in accordance with the provided
instructions. Labor and all costs associated with returning the
appliance or parts to us and our returning the appliance or parts
to you are excluded under this warranty. As a matter of warranty
policy, Electrolux will not refund the consumer’s purchase price. If
a product or part under warranty is no longer available, Electrolux
will replace with a comparable product of equal or greater value.

Exclusions: This warranty does not cover the
following:
1	Products with original serial numbers that have been
removed, altered or cannot be readily determined.
2	Products that have been transferred from the original owner
to another party or removed outside the USA or Canada.
3 Rust on the interior or exterior of the unit.
4	Products purchased “as-is”.
5	Food loss due to product failure.
6	Products used in a commercial setting or anything but single
family household use.
7	Labor or service visits under any circumstance.
8	Glass parts or containers, filters, non-stick surfaces.
9	Ordinary wear and tear.
10	Damages caused by improper use, installation, or service;
use of parts other than genuine Electrolux parts; negligence;
abuse; misuse; inadequate or excessive power supply;
accidents; fires; or acts of God.
Keep your receipt or some other appropriate payment record
to establish the warranty period. Should warranty service be
required, you must show proof of purchase.

If You Need Service:
To obtain warranty service in the USA or Canada, call 1-888-8457330. Please have the model number, serial number, and date of
purchase information available.
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DISCLAIMER OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES;
LIMITATION OF REMEDIES:
CUSTOMER’S SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDY UNDER THIS
LIMITED WARRANTY SHALL BE, AT ELECTROLUX’S SOLE
DISCRETION, PRODUCT OR PART REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT AS
PROVIDED HEREIN. CLAIMS BASED ON IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE LIMITED TO ONE YEAR OR
THE SHORTEST PERIOD ALLOWED BY LAW. ELECTROLUX SHALL
NOT BE LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES
SUCH AS PROPERTY DAMAGE AND INCIDENTAL EXPENSES
RESULTING FROM ANY BREACH OF THIS WRITTEN LIMITED
WARRANTY OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY. SOME STATES AND
PROVINCES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF
INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR LIMITATIONS
ON THE DURATION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO THESE
LIMITATIONS OR EXCLUSIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS
WRITTEN WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS. YOU
MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER RIGHTS THAT VARY FROM STATE TO
STATE.
This warranty only applies to products purchased in the USA and
CANADA. In the USA, your appliance is warranted by Electrolux
Home Care Products, Inc. In Canada, your appliance is warranted
by Electrolux Home Care Products Canada Inc. Electrolux
authorizes no person to change or add to any obligations under
this warranty. Product features or specifications as described or
illustrated are subject to change without notice.

USA
1-888-845-7330

Electrolux Home Care Products, Inc.
10200 David Taylor Drive
Charlotte, NC 28262

CANADA
1-888-845-7330

Electrolux Home Care Products Canada Inc.
5855 Terry Fox Way
Mississauga, ON, Canada L5V 3E
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